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Letter of Intent 

13th January 2015 

To whomever it may concern; 

The New Earth Project is launching the New Earth Treaty to serve as a planetary covenant of fellowship in 

love and peace which births a ‘New Earth Nation’ as one united peoples of all faiths and denominations. 

It is only through unification by consensus on core issues that human society may embrace its opportunity 

to create a truly cooperative and tolerant world – the New Earth Treaty is that consensus. 

The organisation behind the New Earth Project is the New Earth Trust. The New Earth Trust is an 

unregistered tax-exempt private trust, having full sovereign capacity, existing to fulfil its purposes. Chief 

amongst them being to empower a conscious humanity to reclaim its sovereign birthright. The New Earth 

Trust maintains no oversight or governance over New Earth Nation or any of its members. 

The Treaty has been prepared in consultation with indigenous leaders and advisors (including Irene 

Gravenhorst and Gerrard Otimi), and is open for ratification by indigenous tribes/nations, individual 

sovereign men and women, communities and provinces desirous of seceding from the nation state in which 

they reside, and even nation states themselves who are willing to adopt its provisions as the foundation for 

their own governance principles.  

In the last few weeks alone indigenous leaders representing 7,000,000 people and almost half a million square 

kilometres of land have ratified the treaty.  

Ahead of its formal launch in early February, we are seeking forward thinking indigenous leaders, groups 

and cooperatives to join the pioneers of this unprecedented Treaty event. Following launch, during 2015 

and 2016, we will be coordinating a series of summits to springboard the treaty event to ALL indigenous 

tribes/nations, and all people of the world. 

In truth, 

  
Sacha Stone     Greg Paul 
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